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HISTORY AND THE HILL

Bank Regulators Clarify When HTC Investments
Earn CRA Credit
JOHN LEITH-TETRAULT, NATIONAL TRUST COMMUNITY INVESTMENT CORPORATION
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In fall 2014, bank regulators requested public
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Congress all asked that regulators address when HTC
investments can earn CRA consideration.
In response, three types of HTC transactions are
highlighted in the preamble of the 2016 Q&A as being
eligible for CRA consideration:
• HTC investments in space primarily leased to small
businesses that provide measurable numbers of
permanent jobs to low-income persons or jobs located
in LMI communities or government designated areas
for economic development.
• Transactions that provide direct benefits to LMI
individuals–such as affordable housing or community
development services (such as a community health
center).
• HTC investments in projects that revitalize or
stabilize LMI communities, federal disaster areas
or distressed, underserved middle income rural
geographies.
Commenting on the new CRA Q&A, OCC Deputy
Comptroller for Community Affairs Barry Wides said,
“For more than 35 years, the federal HTC program has

Image: Courtesy of Mark Wyant, Canal Street Lodging LLP
The Saint Hotel on New Orleans’ Canal Street, developed by Mark and Jana
Wyant, is eligible for CRA credit due to its permanent job creation and
location in an LMI census tract and federal disaster area.

been used to attract new private capital to the historic
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Application to Mixed-Use Properties

revitalization. The language in the preamble to the

Lenders contacted for this article have asked how the

recently issued Q’s and A’s provides a clearer statement

new Q&A would apply for mixed-use projects. For

of when banks can receive CRA consideration for HTC

instance, what if a transaction located in an LMI

community development investments in these areas.”

census tract and an economic development district has
five floors with only the first floor providing space for

There is a fairly broad nexus between these criteria and

small businesses? Wides said that banks should follow

HTC investments. NPS data show that an average of

the existing 50 percent test. So for example, the above

60 percent of HTC transactions over the last five years

project would need to house small businesses in 50

were located in LMI census tracts. Industry estimates

percent or more of its leasable square footage to qualify

are that 85 percent of HTC projects are located in

for CRA.

economic development zones. More than 50 percent of
2
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How does the CRA Q&A relate to Part 24 Approval?

Industry Reactions

In conducting interviews, it became clear that banks

History and the Hill interviewed leaders of tax credit

want to know whether the new clarity on HTC CRA

investment groups at financial institutions that actively

eligibility impacts their authority to make HTC equity

participate in the community development credit

investments as public welfare investments under Part

marketplace. Two institutions that have not traditionally

24 regulations. The simple answer is that these are two

invested in HTC transactions gave contrasting answers

sets of regulations. Part 24 describes public welfare

to the question of whether the clarified CRA guidance

investments that are an exception to restrictions on

would impact their appetite for HTC investments.

“nonbanking” activities, such as equity investments in
real estate. These guidelines found at 12 CFR24.3 are

Phyllis Reich of TD Bank was very upbeat about the

distinct but similar to the criteria for CRA. The new

guidance for a number of reasons. She said that the Q&A
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CRA Q&A does not change the qualifications for Part “opens the door for broader consideration of historic tax
24 investments. Bank investors should note however,

credit projects and gives financial institutions the ability

that Part 24 is interpreted differently by different bank

to more confidently apply their own judgement within a

regulators, so a check with examiners would be wise for

clearer framework.” Reich said that she liked that the

institutions not regulated by the OCC.

guidance was “broad and not too deep” allowing her
and her community reinvestment officer to look at HTC
investments on a deal-by-deal basis.
continued on page 4

Image: Courtesy of Jeff Linton, Forest City Realty Trust
The Boilermaker Shops, developed by Forest City Realty Trust in Washington D.C.’s Navy Yard, is an example of a retail project that qualifies for CRA credit due
to its entry level jobs and location in an LMI area and an economic development district.
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Kevin Goldsmith of JPMorgan Chase said that, while he

by banks as CRA-eligible, but we believe would now be

believes the new guidance is a helpful clarification from

included.

the regulators, Chase’s interest in HTC investments was
driven more by Part 24 than CRA eligibility. He said,

The Audubon Building, an office building on the edge

however, that CRA eligibility was “a nice additional

of the French Quarter in New Orleans, has undergone a

benefit” for these transactions. Thinking ahead,

$17 million rehabilitation using $3 million in HTCs and

Goldsmith also said that if the higher returns on HTC

reopened as the Saint Hotel. The building was flooded

investments ever fell to levels more like the NMTC and

during Hurricane Katrina. It qualifies for CRA because

LIHTC, “CRA eligibility might be a factor that would

of its location in a federal disaster area and a downtown

keep us in the HTC business.”

development district, and its creation of new jobs. The
hotel created 38 new jobs in hotel management, front

Responses from other financial institutions have

office, maintenance and housekeeping, nearly all of

emphasized that the CRA Q&A is guidance only and

which are accessible to individuals without college

that banks are free to interpret these broad guidelines

degrees. Jobs for low-income individuals, in LMI areas

and negotiate with their examiners whatever in their

or in economic development district, all meet the

judgement meets the spirit and purpose of CRA. These

definition economic development under the broader

investors say that every project has a unique story that

CRA regulations.

may meet the test even if it doesn’t fall precisely within
a set of general parameters.

What’s Ahead?
The OCC has agreed to work with HTC advocates to

Case Studies

publicize the Q&A as it relates to the eligibility of HTC

Under the clarified guidance, HTC projects that would

transactions for CRA. Look for panel discussions at

not previously be thought of as qualified may earn CRA

upcoming HTC conferences and additional articles

credit for bank investors. For example, the Boilermaker

in both banking and tax credit industry publications.

Shops in Washington, D.C.’s Navy Yard was recently

Webinars for bank examiners, CRA officers and HTC

transformed from a 46,000-square-foot Navy ship

practitioners are also under consideration.;

boiler making facility into the Boilermaker Shops, a mix
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of convenience retail, restaurants and bars. It is located

John Leith-Tetrault has 40 years of experience in community develop-

in a low-income census tract and the Capital Riverfront

ment financing, banking, community organizing, historic preserva-

Business Improvement District. This $21 million project

tion, training and organizational development. He has held senior

used $3.9 million in federal HTCs. Ninety-two full-time

management positions with Neighborworks, Enterprise Community

equivalent jobs were created, paying an average wage of

Partners, Bank of America and the National Trust for Historic Preser-

$12 per hour. Ninety percent of the jobs were accessible

vation. He is the founding president of the National Trust Community

to people without a college degree. Retail projects of

Investment Corporation and chairman of the Historic Tax Credit

this type in the past have generally not been viewed

Coalition. He can be reached at (202) 588-6064 or jleith@ntcic.com.

This article first appeared in the September 2016 issue of the Novogradac Journal of Tax Credits.
© Novogradac & Company LLP 2016 - All Rights Reserved
Notice pursuant to IRS regulations: Any U.S. federal tax advice contained in this article is not intended to be used, and cannot be
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used, by any taxpayer for the purpose of avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code; nor is any such advice intended to
be used to support the promotion or marketing of a transaction. Any advice expressed in this article is limited to the federal tax
issues addressed in it. Additional issues September exist outside the limited scope of any advice provided – any such advice does
not consider or provide a conclusion with respect to any additional issues. Taxpayers contemplating undertaking a transaction
should seek advice based on their particular circumstances.
This editorial material is for informational purposes only and should not be construed otherwise. Advice and interpretation regarding
property compliance or any other material covered in this article can only be obtained from your tax advisor. For further information
visit www.novoco.com.
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